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FROM THE CEO

Harvest closes as we await
Hort Award changes
By Phil Turnbull
CEO, APAL

A

t the time of writing this, the harvest is drawing to a
close and it is always a welcome relief to get another
crop off the trees and safely into storage.

It has been a tough year for South Australian growers in
particular and it is good to hear that the updated, more positive,
Hailstorm Heroes campaign has attracted good local support
for hail-affected fruit.
Anecdotally growers nationally are reporting good fruit quality,
but lower harvest volumes than anticipated. Despite this and
forecasts of lower apple volumes this year, pricing continues to
be disappointingly weak putting pressure on orchard businesses.
We know growers cannot continue to produce fruit at
unsustainable wholesale prices and we continue to urge
marketers and retailers to offer fair and sustainable pricing
to ensure growers can continue to offer consumers quality,
locally-produced apples and pears into the future.
Reinforcing this view is new independent market research,
commissioned by APAL to better understand the lack of
growth in apple and pear consumption. Early indications from
focus groups forming part of this research confirm our belief
that it is fruit quality, first and foremost, that is the driver of
purchase, with price a secondary consideration.

The isolated detections of Qfly in Tasmania are a reminder to
us all of the critical importance of biosecurity in maintaining
export market access. Even if you don’t export, the closure of
export markets could result in fruit destined for export being
diverted to domestic markets potentially having a much broader
impact. Bringing Qfly under control should be a priority for all
growers, regardless of their market.
The Fair Work Commission is currently finalising changes to
employee arrangements within the Horticulture Award. The
Commission’s provisional view is overtime will be introduced
to the arrangements for casual employees.
Whilst the Commission’s review of casual workers’ access to
overtime does not impact the piece work calculation, the likely
impact is that growers will be unlikely to offer casuals extra
hours that trigger overtime payments (i.e. casuals working
greater than 304 hours over an eight-week period as proposed
in the Commission’s provisional view), which will potentially
exacerbate an existing labour shortage issue.
The National Farmers Federation (NFF) through the Horticultural
Council (which includes APAL) will continue to work with
Government and the Fair Work Commission to ensure they
understand what is fair and workable for growers.

Premium quality fruit and brands will be the cornerstone of
the industry strategy to expand exports, and growers can
expect to see more information on building export readiness
later this year.

APAL is also working with NFF towards an agricultural visa
to help address the labour shortage challenges. The Federal
Government’s Seasonal Worker incentive trial (aimed at bringing
unemployed workers into seasonal work) has fallen well short
of its targets so we must work on the alternatives.

Pear exports were up significantly in the March quarter compared
to the previous year which is critical for managing sales
volumes throughout the 2018 season. This growth has come
from both traditional export markets, reversing a downward
trend and restoring exports to long term averages, and emerging
markets. APAL is actively working with pear growers to
proactively create and build new export markets for pears.

Few have worked harder for horticulture than Hort Innovation
chief executive John Lloyd, whose imminent retirement from
the role will mark the end of over a decade guiding the research
and development body and overseeing its transformation to
give growers a much more direct involvement in how their
levies are invested.

The apple export season is only just getting underway but early
indications are that export programs are being well supported.
I attended the Fruit Growers Tasmania conference in May and
it was impressive to hear how well industry and Government
had worked together to rapidly respond to the detection of
Queensland Fruit Fly (Qfly) in the north of the state, isolate it
and move to eradication, with no detections since early April.
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John has been a tremendous supporter of the apple and pear
industry and a proactive leader. On behalf of APAL I would
like to thank him for his tireless efforts on behalf of growers
and wish him all the best for the future.
I look forward to meeting you at Hort Connections.

:afg

www.apal.org.au

NEWS

European apple and pear
production study tour 2018
APAL is currently seeking expressions of interest from growers who would like to participate in a twoweek tour of the European apple and pear production areas of Italy, Germany and Poland in August 2018.
Touring these three different regions will provide participants
with a rare opportunity to view first-hand the range of orchard
systems being implemented.

For this tour, participants will be required to arrange their
own flights; however, the tour will organise appropriate
accommodation and land transport.

Study tours offer an excellent opportunity to see in person
the techniques and practices applied by overseas growers to
apple and pear production.

The itinerary is still under development due to the challenges
of going to less-charted districts but early expressions of
interest are invited as numbers will be limited.

The tour will focus on modern commercial production systems,
experimental orchards, mechanisation, quality, monitoring,
orchard machinery, new technologies, new varieties, rootstocks,
spray drift, chemical application and usage.

Growers interested in viewing the notes from the previous
Washington State tour report are encouraged to contact
Angus Crawford.

It will be held on 19–31 August 2018.
In Italy the tour will visit the alpine growing areas of South
Tyrol and Trentino. This region is one of the most concentrated
apple production regions in the world, offering a vast range of
experimental and commercial orchards to view.
From Italy the tour will travel to Germany and the growing
area of Lake Constance before finishing in Poland with a look
at the Polish apple industry.

Participants will pay just the cost of participating, including
their own airfares, accommodation and other arrangements
necessary for the trip.
Organisation and delivery of this study tour is funded by
the Hort Innovation Apple and Pear Innovation and Adoption
Program – AP15004, which is the program that delivers
Future Orchards® and many other activities for the industry.
If you would like to know more or simply register your interest,
contact Angus Crawford at the APAL office on 03 9329 3511
or email acrawford@apal.org.au. :afg

Proposed changes to
Horticulture Award

New guide for
Australian fruit and
vegetable exporters

The Fair Work Commission is currently finalising changes to
employee arrangements within the Horticulture Award. Under
the proposed changes, growers will need to pay casual employees
overtime (50 per cent of casual rate) if they work over 304 hours
in an eight-week period.
For apple and pear growers whose harvest
period typically lasts up to 26 weeks, they
will need to reconsider how they engage
a casual workforce or incur a cost increase
to their casual labour bill. The proposed
changes do not impact the calculation
for establishing piece work rates.
APAL believes that the Fair Work
Commission’s provisional view does
not consider the nature of horticulture’s
www.apal.org.au

harvest periods, and that the proposed
changes will disadvantage both growers
and seasonal workers.
APAL has prepared some examples to
help growers understand the anticipated
changes and will ensure growers are
keep up to date on any changes. Read
more on our website: apal.org.au/
proposed-changes-to-horticulture-award.

:afg

Australian fruit and vegetable
exporters wanting to go global
can now access advice on every
step of the export journey in
a single online guide.
Fresh fruit and vegetable export
requirements: A guide for Australian
business aims to ensure Australia’s
horticulture producers have the
information that’s necessary to
enable them to capitalise on export
opportunities.
The guide is available via the Austrade
website: www.austrade.gov.au/
fresh-fruit-veg. :afg
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2018 industry marketing
hits top gear
A successful stand at the Sydney Royal Easter Show, the integrated Hailstorm Heroes campaign
to support SA growers, and the kick-off to the new 2018 Aussie Apples campaign are among the
highlights of Hort Innovation’s recent apple and pear marketing efforts.

Apple and pear activity
Sydney Royal Easter Show
Aussie Apples and Australian Pears were
again present at the Sydney Royal Easter
Show (SRES), with a highly visual and
engaging exhibit which was well
positioned at the entrance of the
Woolworths Food Farm.
This year 782,000 attendees enjoyed
the show, with 553,000 entering the
Woolworths Food Farm. Hort Innovation’s
Apple and Pear Marketing Manager,
Olivia Grey, said floor staff, with the help
of Aussie Apples mascot Mr Crunch,
sold apple and pear slinkies, whole fruit
and apple juice at the show. Apple and
pear recipe cards were also distributed
at the show.

“The strategic decision to sell apple
juice created cost and time efficiencies
which enable us to spend time on
sampling and educating consumers about
different varieties, including Royal Gala,
Granny Smith and Fuji apples and
Williams pears,” Olivia said.

Hailstor m Heroes campaign
In the wake of the severe hailstorm
that hit Adelaide Hills and the South East
last October, Hort Innovation launched
a ‘Hailstorm Heroes’ campaign in April
to assure South Australian and Northern
Territory consumers that fruit with a few
spots and dots is still delicious.

She said despite this year’s show
having been two days shorter than that
of 2017 and having not aligned with
school holidays, the exhibit managed
to achieve a 13 per cent increase in
revenue year-on-year.

The campaign built on the success of
the 2016 national Hailstorm Heroes
campaign, which was undertaken to
support Goulburn Valley pear growers
after another massive hailstorm.

Olivia said the show’s primary school
day was also a huge success, with
orchardist Barney Hyams teaching
school groups throughout the day about
apples and pears.

Delivered in partnership with the local
industry, the campaign involved 30-second
radio advertisements and Facebook posts
targeted at consumers in SA and the
NT. A supporting public relations

Aussie Apples at the Sydney Royal Easter Show.
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Hailstorm Heroes on
sale in Foodland,
Woolworths (The Odd
Bunch – Abnormal
Apples) and Coles.

campaign targeted the media, producing
80 pieces of coverage to date with a reach
of more than 3.2 million people across
TV, radio, print, online and social media.
“Local media has been really supportive
of the campaign, especially broadcast
media, with channels Seven, Nine and
Ten all featuring the campaign,” Olivia said.
Hort Innovation also worked with
growers, Brand SA and retailers to create
Hailstorm Heroes branded packaging for
the campaign to call out the message
at point of sale, including special
Hailstorm Heroes apple and pear packs
for Coles, Aldi and independents and
Hailstorm Hero stickers for the Odd
Bunch lines at Woolworths. In-store
sampling in key supermarkets and
independent grocers across SA and NT
was also used to help convert consumers
to purchase by demonstrating that the
slightly blemished apples and pears are
still just as tasty this season.

Other initiatives
Databar stickers in super mar kets
Coles and Woolworths, with support
from Hort Innovation, have started
rolling out databar stickers on all apple
and pear varieties being sold.
The databar initiative aims to improve
forecasting and waste management,

directing sales back to the correct article
at a retail level. The stickers also provide
a level of traceability back to packhouses,
addressing a key challenge around food
safety and protection, as well as helping
to monitor any quality issues.
The databars have started to roll out in
store for new season apples and pears.

Aussie Apples activity
Television
With most varieties of new-season
apples available in stores, the first burst
of television activity for the Aussie
Apples ‘Get your crunch on’ campaign
was launched on 29 April 2018 with
30-second and 15-second spots in both
the metropolitan and regional markets,
as well as on subscription TV.
To ensure strong reach, the Aussie
Apples TV commercial will be featured
in a variety of peak high-rating programs
including MasterChef, The Voice and
various news programs.
In 2018 Aussie Apples will be on TV
for eight weeks of the year. With four
weeks on air at the height of the apple
season and another four weeks on air
in the second half of the year, it will
ensure apples have strong visibility
throughout the year.

Digital media
The Aussie Apples digital campaign
commenced on 1 April before the first
TV burst due to the timing of the school
holidays, which is a period when TV
viewership is traditionally down.
The Aussie Apples TV commercial
has also featured on key online sites,
including on catch-up TV networks
(9now, 10play and plus7), along with
premium placements on news and
entertainment sites.
The first four weeks of the campaign
delivered more than 300,000 views, with
a video completion rate of 88.21 per cent
and a viewability rate of 89.88 per cent
– well above the industry benchmark of
70 per cent for each measure.
These great results can be attributed
to the performance of catch up TV, with
the Aussie Apples TV commercial being
placed in popular shows like Bachelor in
Paradise and My Kitchen Rules. It was
also able to be positioned during the
Commonwealth Games.
Aussie Apples digital activity will continue
throughout the year, synced with TV for
maximum impact, and will be further
amplified by YouTube and Spotify activity
in the coming weeks to target the
younger demographic.

Social media

The major supermarkets have started rolling out databar stickers on all apples and pears to
help improve purchase accuracy and traceability.

www.apal.org.au

Aussie Apples has continued its
‘always on’ approach to Facebook,
ensuring apples are engaging with
consumers with interesting, shareable
content. The Aussie Apples social media
campaign has delivered more than six
million impressions and 2.5 million
engagements since May 2017.
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Olivia said March’s activity continued to
show strong performance, with an aboveaverage engagement rate (42.6 per cent)
and more than 260,000 engagements.
March’s most engaging piece of content
was “Easter time means apple slinkys!
Hurry down to the Sydney Royal Easter
Show to grab your apple slinky, or make
one at home for the kids to put a twist
on a tasty snack”. This post delivered
89,000 engagements from 180,000
impressions, giving it a high engagement
rate of 49.46 per cent. This post was
successful due to its engaging video,
with many comments centring around
how great an apple slinky machine was.

Two popular Facebook posts on the Aussie
Apples and Australian Pears pages that
were hits with followers.

The second-best-performing post also
leveraged the Easter season. The post,
“Nothing says Easter is here more than
Hot Cross buns! Raise your Hot Cross
Bun game with this apple and cinnamon
recipe”, reached more than 84,000
users and had 61,000-plus engagements.

Woolwor ths’ Awesome Apple Day
Aussie Apples, in partnership with
Woolworths, participated in Awesome
Apple day throughout Woolworths
stores nationally.
Hort Innovation provided Woolworths
with Aussie Apples aprons and apple
slicers. These were sent to stores for
staff to use in providing samples of
different varieties of apples at the start
of the season.
Olivia said the first Awesome Apple
Day on Saturday 24 March kicked off
the campaign in style.
“It saw some great in-store theatre
created across the stores. The day
helps to create consumer engagement
in the category as we kick off the season
and helps to keep apples top of mind at
the point of purchase,” she said.
Additional Awesome Apple Days were
also held on Saturday 28 April and
Saturday 5 May.

Advantages offered by the new ECO V
system include:

®

• Research and testing, followed by a comprehensive
product development process in the orchard.
• Environmentally friendly and fully recyclable.

A REVOLUTIONARY
NEW TRELLISING SYSTEM

• Made from high-strength galvanised carbon
steel produced at NZ Steel’s Glenbrook plant in
Auckland. The steel is coated with a thick layer
of zinc, ensuring high durability against corrosion.
• Able to be retrofired to existing orchards.
• Cost-competitive
• Simple installation with easy to attach
wire positions.
• Lightweight and safe
• Guarantee against any material or
manufacturing fault.
• After sales support from your local ECO V® team.

F
For
or further
further information
information on ECO
ECO V® ple
please
ase ccontact
ontact
NZ T
Tube
ube Mills, Wellingt
Wellington,
on, Ne
New
wZ
Zealand.
ealand.
P
Phone
hone 0064 4 576 1800
sales@ec
sales@ecotrellis.co.nz
otrellis.co.nz | ecotrellis.com
ecotrellis.com | ecov.co.nz
ecov.co.nz
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The new Aussie Apples Grower Portal available via growers.aussieapples.com.au
shares industry marketing resources with growers.

Netball Austr alia par tnership
Aussie Apples has wound its
partnership with Netball Australia to a
close, with the decision made to focus
on a range of broader media activities
and retailer activations to support the
sale of one of Australia’s favourite fruits.
This decision was supported by the
Apple and Pear Strategic Investment
Advisory Panel (SIAP).
The partnership with netball in 2017 saw
some positive outcomes for industry,
including hundreds of apples being
handed out at games, ambassador
activities, match signage at televised
netball events, production of a sports
nutrition guide and winning the Parents’
Voice Fame Award.
However, in 2018 the focus is shifting
to a broad reach for the ‘Get your
crunch on message’ through mediums
such as television, radio and cinema
advertising, plus the boosting of the
Aussie Apples digital presence across
the internet via social media platforms,
YouTube and Spotify.

Grower por tal
To enhance growers’ marketing
capabilities, the new Aussie Apples
Grower Portal was launched in February,
giving access to industry marketing
materials and information all in one place.
This initiative aligns with the Apple
and Pear Strategic Investment Plan by
addressing the need to increase industry
knowledge of marketing as a means of
adding to product value.
Once registered, growers will be able
to access logos, posters and other
www.apal.org.au

promotional material, the CSIRO Apple
Health Report and more. The portal will
evolve over time with content such as
recipes for downloading, high-resolution
product shots and consumer research.
Growers can register for use of the
portal through the top right-hand button
on the Aussie Apples website.
Hort Innovation invites growers to
provide feedback on materials they
would like to be able to access on the
site; suggestions can be emailed to
raymond.carbonaro@horticulture.com.au.

Australian Pears activities
Social media
The Australian Pears social media
campaign has delivered almost 5.5 million
impressions and more than two million
engagements (video views, comments
and sharing) between June 2017 and
March 2018. This has been achieved
through engaging content about pear
recipes, varieties and health benefits
tied to pop culture and current events.

myfoodbook subscr iption
Australian Pears continued its subscription
with popular recipe and cookbook site
myfoodbook. The myfoodbook community
includes more than 200,000 subscribers
and promotes recipes to more than
2.8 million people each month.
Throughout January and February,
myfoodbook was busy with content
creation for pears, including quick snack
ideas, four-ingredients-or-less recipes,
and content educating consumers on
how to ripen pears. (Pear ripening issues
were identified in a recent consumer
survey commissioned by Hort Innovation
in which almost one in two consumers
stated that they would purchase more
pears if they knew how to judge how
ripe they were.)
Since October 2017, Australian Pears
has achieved 219,000 brand engagements,
which include recipe viewing, sharing,
exporting or saving. This has been
achieved through videos, site
sponsorships, cookbook downloads
and social media.

:afg

March 2018 saw the highest engagement
rate since the campaign began in June
2017, sitting at 56.45 per cent.
March’s most engaging piece of content
featured a pear recipe from popular TV
cooking show My Kitchen Rules. This
post delivered 89,000 engagements and
134,000 impressions, giving it an extremely
high engagement rate of 66.90 per cent.
The second-best-performing post
featured a Beurre Bosc cake recipe.
It achieved 202,000 impressions and
126,000 engagements, with an
engagement rate of 62.2 per cent.

Acknowledgement
These industry marketing initiatives are
managed by Hort Innovation and are funded
by the apple and pear marketing levy. This
content has been prepared by the Hort
Innovation apple and pear team, with
growers welcome to contact Apple and
Pear Marketing Manager, Olivia Grey
(olivia.grey@horticulture.com.au, 0419 207
151) with any questions relating to the
program.
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To develop new markets for Pink Lady®,
APAL and its European licensee Star
Fruits have established a joint venture
company, Pink Lady Development
Limited. Pink Lady Development is
funded from a portion of royalties
collected from Pink Lady apples imported
into the United Kingdom and the
European Union along with royalties
collected on Pink Lady apples in new
markets. The focus for Pink Lady
Development has been Southeast
Asia, China, Brazil and the Middle East
centred on the United Arab Emirates.
All funds are invested in market
development, licensing, shopper
marketing and promotional activities to
increase awareness and purchasing of
Pink Lady branded apples.
Pink Lady Development is actively
developing many countries in Southeast
Asia as export opportunities for those
interested in diversifying their markets.

Formal peer-to-peer licensing has been
established for Singapore, Thailand,
Malaysia, Vietnam, Hong Kong and, most
recently, India. (Peer-to-peer is the term
given to the requirement that both the
exporter and the importer must be
licensed and can only work with licensed
entities in order to ship Pink Lady branded
apples from country to country.)
In these markets there are Pink Lady
licensed importers, marketing agencies,
resources and retail partners. Awareness
of the brand among consumers is around
60 per cent – a result of investments
made in shopper marketing since 2013.
We have also conditionally allowed
exporters to trial programs in Indonesia,
Brunei, Taiwan, Cambodia, Laos, the
Philippines and Bangladesh.
Within the established markets, Pink
Lady Development works with licensed
importers who are willing to invest their

Pink Lady apples on sale in NTUC FairPrice, Singapore.
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companies’ time and resources into
developing the Pink Lady brand, who
uphold and protect Pink Lady quality
standards, and who have proven
mechanisms in-market to consistently
sell large quantities of Pink Lady apples.

State of trade
Brand awareness in Southeast
Asia continues to climb. Pink Lady
Development commissioned Hall &
Partners’ OpenMind approach to conduct
quantitative research to benchmark
shopper metrics in 2017. Results were
incredibly positive for the brand, revealing
60 per cent of shoppers in Malaysia
were aware of Pink Lady and 58 per cent
in Thailand. More than 70 per cent of
those who try the product in both
countries go on to purchase it – many of
them regularly. The belief that Asian
palates want only sweet flavour profiles
is unfounded. In fact, availability of the

Organic Pink Lady® apples available in
pre-packed bags.

www.apal.org.au
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Pink Lady® in SE Asia
In 2017–18, SE Asia imported five or six containers per week of Pink Lady apples.

Thailand

Malaysia

Hong Kong

• Vachamon – importer

• Fruitable Fresh –
importer (selling to
retailers)

• Park n Shop – retailer

• Makro – retailer
• Tops – retailer

Singapore

• Cold Storage – retailer

• Natures Best –
importer (selling to
retailers)

Vietnam
• Big C – retailer

• Benelux – importer
(selling to retailers
including Cold
Storage)

• CTG – importer
(wholesale)

India

• D Fresh – importer
(wholesale)

• NGK – importer

• NTUC – retailer

• Khaishen – importer

product is the only barrier holding Pink
Lady from one day realising United
Kingdom levels of market share.
Below is a summary of my recent visit
to Malaysia and Singapore with some
insights from importers and retailers
where we discussed developing programs
to continue developing the brand and
its status as a premium apple in Asia.

Malaysia
Pink Lady achieves premium retail
prices in Malaysia. This is a result of
the annual availability of high-colour,
high-quality product from New Zealand.
Sizes have also been suitable for bags
that are commonly used throughout
Malaysia in retail stores. There has also
been interest in larger-size apples sold
loose from Chile, and we hope to
continue to develop this source of
supply to complement New Zealand
and South Africa.
Consumer demand for high-quality,
high-colour fruit has helped Southeast
Asia and, particularly, Malaysia avoid some
of the quality challenges experienced in
other emerging markets. Product in
retail is of good to excellent quality at
premium prices. However, price elasticity
is higher there than in Thailand.

• IC – importer

Pink Lady Development appointed
ReedWorks as a full-service agency in
Malaysia (and recently for Thailand) to
manage retailer and shopper marketing
creative and connecting in-store activity
to digital marketing, which we find is
critical in Asian markets where traditional
media consumption is dropping.

Singapore
Pink Lady Development and APAL have
trimmed back the number of licensed
importers in Singapore. This is providing
valued importers such as Benelux a
sense of greater ownership of the brand,
allowing them to form stronger trading
relationships with their customers Cold
Storage and NTUC. We have seen
volumes increase in the past 12 months
despite challenges in securing Northern
Hemisphere supply last season.
As in Malaysia, demand for high-colour
quality product has helped establish
Singapore as a premium destination
for Pink Lady apples. We have recently
seen NTUC FairPrice match and often
exceed the quality position once held
exclusively in Singapore by Cold Storage.
Its support for branded apples and
premium packaging formats has been a
key contributor to this turnaround. :afg

New Pink Lady® licensee database
Finally, the new licensee database listing all licensed Pink Lady® exporters
and importer worldwide has been launched. It is accessible through the
new Pink Lady website, www.pinkladyapples.com.

Apple growers,
don’t g
amble
don’t
gamble
with frosts.
frosts.
Extreme temperature ranges
stay.. That means
are here to stay
managing frost risk to avoid
devastating losses.
R.O.I.
Calculate the R.O
.I. by
installing a quiet, reliable and
FROSTBOSS
C49..
efficient FROS
TBOSS C49

bossthefrost.
bossthefrost.com.au
com.au

Ben Daking
M +61 448 111 384
38
P 1800 797 629
E info@aussiefrostfans.com.au
info@aussiefrostfans.
aussiefrostfans.com.au
aussiefrostfans.

Craig Chester, Head of Commercial & Brand Development, Apple and Pear
Australia Ltd | t: 03 9329 3511 | e: cchester@apal.org.au
www.apal.org.au
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• Cititex – importer
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Pink Lady

Food Photographer of
the Year Award
Winners of the prestigious Pink Lady®
Food Photographer of the Year have been
announced. This award remains one of the
most important associations for the Pink
Lady brand thanks to Coregeo Ltd, a United
Kingdom-based wholly owned subsidiary of
APAL that manages the Pink Lady brand in
the United Kingdom. Here is a selection of the
winners and highly commended photos from
the ‘Pink Lady Apple a Day’ category. :afg

1st Place: Michael Meisen, Still Life

Apples
2nd Place: Ali Rahimi, Bobbing

en
Highly commended: Jane Saunders, Secret Gard
12

3rd Place: Wesley Dombrecht, Pink Lady Domed Apple

Highly commended: Phil Stevens, Apple Adventure
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Highly commended: Kayako Sareen, Patt
erns

Highly commended: Judith Balari, Pink Lady Apple Pie
www.apal.org.au

STATE ROUNDUP

Queensland
Most producers in the area
were well into harvesting
their Cripps Pink crops at the
time of writing. Reflective
silver paper under them was
a common sight at that time.
Onset of maturity was still
roughly a week earlier than
last season. Temperatures
only started cooling off
towards the middle of April,
giving some convincing
colouring. Up until this cooler
weather, thermometer
readings had been higher
than average, particularly for
the minimum temperatures.
The autumn period had been
particularly dry, with recent
isolated thundershowers
gracing a few producers with
good rain and settling the
dust for a few days or so.
New cultivars in production

Find more on Queensland

in the area are on the rise;
however, the general talk
was still that the crops
harvested to date had been
down on yield predictions.
This season has seen a
reduction in casual labour
availability in the area, raising
a fair amount of concern.
Competition for good-quality
workers exists mainly with
strawberry producers as their
season can be simultaneous
to the apple picking season.
Generally, the quality of
backpackers this season has
been identified as another
issue, with inexperienced
working-holiday makers
coming to their first jobs on
farms creating an extra training
requirement and burden for
producers. There is no doubt
that alternative options for

Visit the Queensland page on APAL’s website
for more news, profiles and updates from
Queensland’s apple industry.
apal.org.au/apple-pear-production-queensland

casual labour will be explored
into the future.
The Border Rivers and
Moonie: consultation on draft
water plans and supporting
documents has become
available and shows all the
developments in the water
status of the area. As a part
of this, the Emu Swamp Dam
has progressed with local
bodies after many years of
reporting. The final report for
the proposal will be complete
by the end of the year.
Ultimately this will give

direction into what will
happen to unallocated water
in the area. Whichever way
this ends up, as long as it is
ecologically responsible and
economically viable, the
availability of any extra water
to primary producers and to
local townships will mean
more jobs and extra income
for the area.
Deon Kirstein
Technical Manager,
Ausfarm Fresh Operations
Pty Ltd

NEED HAR
HARVEST
VEST WORKERS?
A no ccost
ost Australian
Australian Government
Government
funded ser
vice that
that can find you
you
service
suitable w
orkers, manage enquir
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workers,
enquiries
and pr
ovide inf
for
ormation on yyour
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information
rrights
ights and rresponsibilities
esponsibilities as an
emplo
yer.
employer.
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Western Australia

Harvest is nearly finished
and most growers are hoping
for better results in the retail
market this year fuelled by
the excitement and quality
of this season’s fruit being
available.
So far it has been a good
start with kind weather
conditions for growing
good-quality fruit and it looks
like the conclusion of the
season will mirror the start
– fairly uneventful. WA has
been lucky not to have had
the extreme heat or storm
events that other regions in
the country have experienced
this season. There have been
lots of good-sized apples
picked from the south-west
of WA this season, with
colour development really

starting to improve as the
Pink Lady® apples are about
to be picked and the early
mornings have become cold.
Most other types of apples
are now harvested. Prices are
still low at the local markets
but it is hoped that will change
with the quality fruit on offer,
with retailer/consumer
demand and with support
for locally grown product.
To this end, the Pomewest
committee is looking to
support projects that create
opportunities for WA growers.
Guided by the Pomewest
2015 – 2020 strategic plan,
Pomewest’s objectives are
to ensure that quality fruit
meets both domestic and
export market requirements
and to find new markets to

CALL NOW FOR
APPLES AVAILABLE TO
PLANT WINTER 2018
• Alvina GalaA on M26,
and M9
• Granny Smith on M26
and MM106
Also growing the tree
variety ANABP 01A on
MM106, M9 and 109

Olea Nurseries Pty Ltd
82 Mitchelldean Rd, Yanmah via Manjimup WA 6258
T: 08 9772 1207 F: 08 9772 1333
E: sales@oleanurseries.com.au
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increase demand, profitability
and sustainability by building
the consumption of WA
pome fruit.

Maturity standards
This season we have
continued to provide testing
services for growers and
marketers for new-season
fruit. To this end, Pomewest
is funding a testing program
to assist growers with maturity
measurement and feedback,
working within the suggested
minimum standards recently
set by the WA industry.

Future Orchards®
The WA Future Orchards®
walk was held on 7 June
at Newton’s Starkie Road
Orchard, with ‘Pruning for
Fruit Quality’ as the theme.

New projects
Pomewest is proud to be a
contributor to the recently
announced Hort Innovationfunded project between the
Department of Primary
Industries and Regional
Development and CSIRO
looking at systematic pest
management and monitoring
to access new export markets.
This project means that
orchards in Manjimup and
Pemberton are part of a new
four-year research project
aiming to boost exports of West
Australian apples to valuable
northern Asian markets.
The WA case study is part of
a broader national collaboration
between industry, researchers
and regulators to help
Australian horticultural
businesses realise export
market opportunities by
developing a systems
approach. Systems approaches
consider the combined effect
of monitoring programs, good
in-field management, grading
in the packhouse and other
steps that are part of good
agricultural practice.

There are further projects
in mind to assist this project
(including looking at cold
disinfestation and quality
management projects for
existing and new varieties)
to increase the ability to
access these new markets.
Other projects include
continuing our independent
promotions program,
supporting our new
technology project manager
Susie Murphy White, health
benefit research, supporting
the WA breeding program
with new varieties, pest
surveillance and biosecurity
risk management.

Donnybrook Apple
Festival
The 64th Donnybrook Apple
Festival was held over the
Easter weekend (31 March–
1 April).
Pomewest sponsored this
event and offered a free
apple slinky to all children
attending the show, helping
encourage consumption
among the young folk. The
event was well supported
by the local community and
many visitors from the ‘big
smoke’ made their way
down to have some fun
over the Easter weekend.

Hort Connections
2018
We are very much looking
forward to this event and
hope to take with us a strong
contingent of apple growers.
We have also nominated
some WA identities for
the horticulture awards,
recognising some very
deserving individuals for their
work in the WA industry.
Nardia Stacy
Executive Manager,
Pomewest
u
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Victoria
Fruit Growers Victoria Ltd
(FGVL) is excited to announce
it will hold an inaugural
conference for apple, pear
and stonefruit growers. The
conference will be held on
16–17 August 2018 at the
Eastbank centre in
Shepparton. Day one of the
conference will include guest
speakers covering topics
such as integrated pest
management, Queensland
fruit fly control, export
reports and crop regulation.
Day two of the conference
will include a packing shed
tour, storage facility tour
and orchard visit. More
details will be provided
closer to the date.
With the 2018 harvest now
wound up, many growers
are looking to remove poorperforming blocks, especially
in the pear category. Many
Goulburn Valley excavator
companies are heavily
booked to remove trees.
FGVL and industry are looking
to the SPC orchard census
data to gain actual tree
removal figures in September
2018. Industry also needs to

work with SPC to gain an
early indication of canning
quotas so growers will know
early to remove trees.
A warmer growing season
throughout Victoria will have
a beneficial impact on fruit
quality, especially with higher
sugar levels and better eating
experiences for consumers.
Export of apples and pears
is still high on the agenda for
growers and FGVL hopes to
have comparative figures to
present to growers in the
next state roundup.
We have been closely
involved with the Victorian
Farmers Federation
Horticulture Group in lobbying
against the labour hire licensing
bill purely to avoid duplicate
laws from both state and
federal government and to
avoid union-influenced labour
hire companies restricting
orchards in harvesting or
packing fruit in a timely and
cost-effective manner.
FGVL is against the potential
for growers to be fined if they
do not use licensed labour
hire companies to pick or

South Australia

With harvest nearly done at
the time of writing, we have
just been through what seems
to have been an endless
summer, with warmer than
usual conditions and a very
long, dry spell. The leaves
are hanging onto the trees
and the mild conditions look
set to continue. The dry
conditions have seen
pressures from lorikeets
also continue much later
www.apal.org.au

into the season that usual.
Growers will be hoping for a
break of cooler, wet weather
once harvest is finished.
It has certainly been an
extremely tough season
for growers and businesses
associated with the industry
in SA, with many challenges
to navigate over the coming
months. I hope that all growers
are able to get a well-deserved
break over the winter period.

The last of the apples before harvest in the Goulburn Valley.

pack their fruit. FGVL is
not against regulation of
contractors and protecting
workers from exploitation but
is against creating a whole new
commission or bureaucracy
that will be ultimately funded
by growers via labour hire
licensing fees. We believe

The Hailstorm Heroes campaign
is well underway in SA and
NT and we are thankful of the
support from Hort Innovation
and the SA government to get
this off the ground. It has been
generally well received by the
public and we hope that the
interest can continue for many
months to come. While the
later picked varieties have
been particularly affected by
minor hail marks, the overall
fruit quality is very good.
There has also been a lot of
interest in Pick a Pink Lady®
Weekend this year, which

the horticulture industry is
being unfairly targeted in
the creation of this bill.
Michael Crisera
Grower Services Manager,
Fruit Growers Victoria Ltd

three Lenswood-based
orchards participated in on 5
and 6 May. A couple of the
orchards have also opened
for pick your own apples on
occasional days for other
varieties through the season.
It seems that there is an
increasing interest from the
public in the opportunity to
go fruit picking and be able
to purchase fruit fresh from
the tree.
Susie Green
Apple and Pear Growers
Association of SA
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BUSINESS MANAGEMENT

PLANNING FOR

NEGOTIATION
By Richelle Zealley

Effective negotiation skills are essential in both our personal and professional lives, it’s critical to
know how to prepare and plan for negotiations of any type when growing a successful business,
dealing with supply chain partners, multi-tasking and influencing decisions.
Where would you sit on a scale of from one to 10 if you were
to rate your negotiation skills? In this instance, one is terrible
– you always give in and walk away without achieving any of
your initial goals – and 10 suggests you’re an absolute superstar
as everything always goes your way. If you’re closer to number
one, don’t fear: negotiation is not something innate that only
the successful are born with. It’s a skill that takes time and
effort to develop. So, in lieu of taking time out to attend a
course, we thought we’d share some practical tools to get
you started and to prepare for your next encounter.

Build your skills
So, how do the pros do it and what steps should someone with
little or no formal education or experience in negotiation take
to improve their negotiation skills? Experienced procurement
practitioner Gordon Donovan has trained at both Bachelor and
Master level; participated in and skills workshops, and written
and delivered training programs, and says that developing the
framework for the negotiation is key.
“You’ll find most people think the most important part of a
negotiation is face-to-face – it’s the part that matters least,”
Gordon says.
“Confidence in negotiation comes from research, preparation
and planning, and focusing on these will directly influence the
outcome.”

Many negotiations will be ongoing and involve developing
relationships, whether it be with your children, employees,
suppliers, purchasers – the list goes on. It always helps to

“

…for every one hour of
face-to-face negotiation,
five hours of planning and
preparation should be
allocated before the session.

16

He suggests that for every one hour of face-to-face negotiation,
five hours of planning and preparation should be allocated
before the session. “I’ve found if you work with the ratio of
5:1 you’ll get better outcomes,” Gordon says. And if you don’t
have time to prepare for the negotiation? “You get everything
you deserve.
“A useful tool I use for practically everything is the Johari
window. And as a negotiation planning template it will help
you think about information control, what questions you’re
going to ask and what information you need.”
The Johari window can be used to determine the things
you know; the things your counterpart knows; what you both
know; and what neither of you knows. “Start thinking about
it – the fourth box will always remain empty. Walk through
this, whether it be market position, weather reports, crop
forecast – determine the things you don’t know that you
want to find out.”
To put this into practice, use an A3 piece of paper and write
everything down. This will help discover what you don’t know
and prepare the questions you will ask to find out.

Determine the type of negotiation

It’s a cycle

Gordon Donovan

understand what you want from the negotiation – for example,
if you don’t do the deal with a supplier, what’s your alternative?
“Some of the work is to know the alternatives and that’s your
strategy,” Gordon says.

AUSTRALIAN FRUITGROWER June/July 2018

The type of negotiation will determine which boxes of
the Johari window you focus on during preparation. “If the
negotiation is consultative, make sure the top left box is as
big as possible. In a competitive negotiation, your efforts
should be focused on the top right box.
“Protect the information you do know compared to what you
don’t, and make sure you ask questions.”
Understand what information you currently have that your
counterpart doesn’t know and you can potentially use to
control the situation. “Ensure that while you’re planning
you make a decision about what would make you reveal this
information. Remember, everything is a trade – you don’t give
something without getting something in return. ‘I’m happy to
talk about that but only if you give me this’,” Gordon says.
www.apal.org.au
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Johari Window by Joseph Luften and Harry Ingham

Known to
others

Unknown
to others

Known to self

Unknown to self

Open

Blind

Things that are known by
you and also seen and
acknowledged by others

Things that are unknown
by you but seen and
acknowledged by others

Hidden

Unknown

Things that are known
by you but unknown
by others

Things that are unknown
by you and also unkown
by others

Belinda Adams
Owner, Coastal Hydroponics;
AUSVEG Deputy Chair
Belinda participated in a three-day
negotiation skills training course in
2016 and still uses the information
shared there during her preparation.

What has developing your
negotiation skills meant for you
and your business?
“Preparation is key. I’ve learned that
having all the information is your greatest
strength. It’s also important to move
through the conversation quickly, build
rapport and find common ground – know
what you want out of the meeting and
what you’re prepared to move on or not.”

An example of how an apple and pear grower could use the Johari window
while planning for a negotiation with a supplier is outlined in the table. When
planning, it’s important to understand the following: your goals, their goals,
what will make you adjust your position, and how the present negotiation
will influence future interactions.
Some key things to consider during the planning process include: location
(there is an advantage to being on the other person’s premises – talk to
the receptionist, look through the sign-in book, check out their awards –
information is everywhere); timing; participants (how many people need to
be involved); goals; objectives; and alternatives. “Make sure you consider a
plan B and think about your alternatives if the negotiation doesn’t go the way
you hoped,” Gordon says.
“Go in with a range of options you are comfortable with and know your most
desired outcome versus acceptable outcome versus least acceptable outcome.
As a general rule, start as far from your best outcome as you possibly can
without being unrealistic.

How has implementing these skills
helped when working with others?
“We’re often dealing with people who
are highly skilled negotiators – for me,
training has provided those ‘Aha!’
moments. Understanding how to
prepare has helped me to not be fearful,
ask open-ended questions and remain
positive.”

Any top tips?
• Prepare.
• Focus on the outcomes you want
to achieve in both the short and long
term.

“Remember, people will move as they feel threatened; in response to stimuli;
if they’re emotionally driven to do so; as a result of bargaining; and if they want
to finish negotiations – lots of people are quick to move in order to finish a
negotiation [but] that’s wrong.”

• Understand their needs, your needs
and any common ground.

Gordon’s top tips

• Understand how to identify and use
tactics.

• It’s important to build rapport with your counterpart.
• Use emotive language and build a vocabulary to use during negotiations.
“It’s important to be in tune with your emotions and use them to your
advantage,” Gordon says.
• Know your objectives and variables and utilise the Johari window.
• Don’t move too quickly or be in a rush – the best negotiators move slowly.
Ground yourself and remember you each have a personal goal and target.
• Don’t talk for the sake of talking, silence is a powerful tool when used
correctly but understand the context of using it.
• Both parties will need to feel they’ve got what they wanted out of the
negotiation while leaving some value on the table for next time.
• Above all else, plan, prepare and practice – this will make you more
confident in your position and throughout the entire process. :afg
www.apal.org.au

• Utilise meeting space and time
effectively.

• Write notes throughout the meeting.
• Body language is important.
“As growers, we often don’t put the
time and effort into preparation when
planning for a negotiation. For me, this
is now non-negotiable.”

Acknowledgement
Thanks go to Gordon Donovan for providing his
insight and expertise in relation to negotiation,
and to Belinda Adams, Owner Coastal
Hydroponics and AUSVEG Deputy Chair, for
sharing her experience.
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Succession planning
leads to multi-generational success
By Jeanette Severs
Apples have been the fruit of choice for five generations of the Baldwin family – in Tasmania
and Victoria. But the way they farm and market their product has changed in response to
environmental needs, price points and customer demand.
Embracing the challenge of bringing the next generation into the business, has led to some
of the biggest changes, creating new opportunities and resulted in the development of new
products and markets.
Succession planning was a process
that began with initial discussions
nearly six years ago, according to the
family members involved, but really
got underway in July last year.
“Everyone’s very glad we’ve done the
succession planning, but it took finding
someone with expertise to take us
through it. It’s very complex,” said David
Baldwin, eldest son and farm manager.
“But it’s been supported by a gradual
process of us making decisions about
the business, including diversifying
product.”
With the paperwork signed by all
involved in April this year, the succession
plan takes effect in June.

It means security of income for David’s
parents Reg and Mary Baldwin, who
were looking to retire in their 70s. For
the younger generation, ownership
under a new Family Trust structure is
through a mix of equity and debt.
“The farm had to be able to support
four families and now there’ll be a
better share of the farm income for
everyone,” David said.

From dairy to vegetables
to apples
Reg Baldwin grew up on an apple farm
in Ranelagh in the Huon Valley. After
moving to Victoria, he and his wife,
Mary, bought a dairy farm at Picnic
Point, Bairnsdale, intending to turn it
into an apple orchard.

They have spent the past 10 years
consolidating the current trees, to
ensure they are yielding well; and
bringing on young trees.
“Trellised apples allow for high-density
plantings and increased yield, which
we’re beginning to realise,” David said.

Bairnsdale was already a renowned
vegetable growing district, so they
grew beans, asparagus and broccoli,
among other crops, while they planted
the first apple trees.

Today, there are about 18,000 trees
on 7.5 hectares, including Royal Gala,
Red Fuji, Cripps Pink (sold as Pink
Lady®), Golden Delicious and Granny
Smith; on track to produce 80
tonnes/hectare of fruit this season.
Long-term plans include increasing
the size of the apple orchard on some
of the remaining land.

Shortly after they started planting
trees, Reg and Mary began growing
a family: three boys – David, John and
Tom – and a daughter, Sally. All grew
up helping on the farm.

Permanent netting covers three
hectares of trees and drape netting is
used for the remainder – it is usually
put up in November, a few weeks
after blossom time.

Time for a tree change

“Netting protects the apples from hail,
sunburn, birds and bats,” David said.

Over time, how they have managed the
apple trees has changed. In 2008, the
first trellised plantings were installed.
“We had a lot of big trees older
than 20 years that were becoming
Reg and Mary Baldwin of Picnic Point Farm unproductive,” said David Baldwin.
18

“Dad and I attended some Future
Orchards® walks and saw the
advantages of high-density, trellised
plantings. We’re in a fairly isolated
situation here, so making the effort to
travel to other orchards and seeing what
they are doing has been worthwhile.”
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“Cost permitting, we’ll install more
permanent netting over time.”
“The benefit of installing trellising,
netting and reflective matting is about
more than the environmental benefits

u
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Through good succession
planning, the next generation
of the Baldwin family have
transitioned to managing the
orchard. Left to right:
Krestabelle Baldwin, Sally
Baldwin, Mary Baldwin, David
Baldwin and John Baldwin.

– the trellised trees are more productive
and require less labour. The reflective
matting helps with colour,” Sally said.
“These new systems help ensure the
strict quality standards of the wholesale
market are met.”

Innovating product
While the family had always sold some
apples through the farm shed, they
began to increase the volume. At the
same time, farmers’ markets were
established in the Bairnsdale district
and Picnic Point farm hopped on board.
“But what you sell is also up to how
you market it,” said Krestabelle Baldwin,
who came into the business when she
married John. “Encouraging people to
sample a different apple variety or to
taste our other products has really
increased our sales locally.”

They began diversifying product even more.
Recent innovations include planting more
cherry trees, and producing apple juice,
sparkling juice and, in the past year, dried
apples – three products that are available
year-round, alongside jams and vinegars.

Fresh energy and product
growth
Bringing in the next generation offered
new opportunities for the business to grow.
David and John demonstrated it was
more cost effective to permanently net
the trees that were already part of the
change to intensive plantings.
There has been a greater focus on selling
fresh fruit at the farm shed and farmers’
markets. In the past decade, direct-tocustomer sales has grown to 30 per cent,
with the remainder to Melbourne Market.

Marketing, traditionally through the local
newspaper, diversified to social media
under the management of Sally and
Krestabelle. Seasonal information is
provided online to customers, increasing
their own understanding of what fruit
they should be eating.
The family has installed controlledatmosphere technologies for the
coolrooms this year.
“This will enable us to store the fruit in
good condition for longer and increase
our local sales,” David said.

Education an asset
Education is important to the entire
Baldwin clan. Reg was a qualified
draughtsman when he moved to Victoria
and Mary is a teacher. All the children
have been to university.
David studied part-time to attain a
science degree, while working part-time
on the farm and completing some
agriculture courses.
“I never really left the farm and I never
considered not returning to the farm,”
David said.
“We’ve all developed areas we want to
be responsible for on the farm.”
Sally left the farm for university and
never considered returning to a full-time
role in the business. After gaining her
degree in mechanical engineering, she
travelled and worked in the United
Kingdom.

All through the business is an attitude of eco-conscious decisions, a focus on retaining the
family business, and innovation to value-add products.

www.apal.org.au

“I then came back and didn’t leave,”
Sally said.
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Initiated by Reg and Mary a couple of
years ago, succession planning enabled
them to plan their exit from the business,
while giving the next generation clarity
about the part they would play.
“It isn’t easy but it should be done. I
wanted us to ease right out of managing
the orchard,” Mary said.
“They are all intelligent enough to take
it on and we’re proud of them wanting
to be the next generation of apple
growers in the family.”

John Baldwin harvesting apples on the family’s Picnic Point Farm.

“I found I like living in a small town,
working outdoors in the orchard, working
in a small business and not having a boss.
I like training the young trees.
“I’ve also had opportunities to try things
that I probably wouldn’t have, working
for someone else.”
John said he never considered not
returning to the farm, when he left to
study plant science at university.
“I always thought I’d be back on the
farm at some point,” he said.

and sparkling juice with the help of local
cider maker, Mt Markey Winery.
Krestabelle completed a post-graduate
degree in geology and petroleum
geoscience – but moving to Bairnsdale
meant she had to develop other skills.
She shares packing and social media
responsibilities with Sally.
She also works in the office, managing
the myriad accreditations and legal
responsibilities of the business. She is
sharing the bookwork with Tom, who
is studying accounting.

“Growing up, I enjoyed the lifestyle and
working outdoors with the trees. It’s a
bit of a challenge growing the apples.”

Succeeding at handing over
the reins

He has brought some value-adding
ideas to the enterprise, including turning
second-grade apples into cider vinegar

Establishing a clear succession plan
became a priority when John married
Krestabelle and David married Ali.

20
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She said changing the business
structure also enabled David, John and
Sally to fast-track in some of the changes
they wanted to implement.
“The Family Trust can sell the assets
– the renovation of the coolrooms was
paid for by selling 22 acres of the farm
land,” Mary said.
“It was a big investment. Foregone
wages earned a portion of the farm and
a mortgage within the Family Trust paid
for the remainder of the business.”
The change of ownership of the farm,
which includes the orchard business,
was welcomed by everyone involved.
“We thought the kids would do other
things,” Reg said.
“My identity is still connected to my
parents’ farm, so it’s good their identity
is formed by their connection here.”
“Ideally we’d have started transferring
land to the children years ago, but they

www.apal.org.au
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didn’t all know what they wanted to
do,” Mary said.
Initially the family utilised the services
of a rural financial counsellor.
“That helped us work out foregone
wages for the kids because that had to
be done properly – they had worked for
many years helping in the orchard and
the business,” Mary said.
The next step, on their accountant’s
recommendation, was to create a family
trust, involving David, John and Sally as
equal partners.
“They were able to take out a mortgage
for the remainder of the farm and
business,” Mary said.
Creating the family trust, enabled Reg
and Mary to step away from decisionmaking roles. They retain other assets,
including their own home on a separate
title to the farm and superannuation.

“The trust owns all the farmland and
farm assets and any borrowings or
mortgages that will come about in the
future,” Mary said.
“Forming the family trust is the best
way, I think,” Mary said.
“It really helped clarify the whole
business of retirement for us and
succession for the children.
“There’s a better share of the farm
income for everyone else.”
Mary and Reg might continue an ad hoc
involvement, since they are staying in
their family home which, on a separate
title, overlooks the farm.
“I’m looking forward to being a
grandmother and, if he thinks he needs
to and the weather is perfect, Reg will
often get out on the tractor, but we’re
both very happy we’ve done it
[succession planning],” Mary said. :afg

John Baldwin emptying newly harvested
apples into the bin.

About the author: Jeanette Severs,
Freelance agricultural journalist
e: jeanettesevers@gmail.com
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Winter management
critical for fruit quality
By Steve Spark
Now the pressure has come off after a busy harvesting season, winter is a great time to
review the successes of the season and, more importantly, where you didn’t quite hit the home
runs you were after. Once this has been done you can plan a new, improved strategy for next
season. As you often hear, “the definition of insanity is doing the same thing over and over and
expecting different results”.
Reviewing the past season’s objectives/goals and then setting
out some new ones will help you refocus on what lies ahead.
Focusing on three or four key goals/objectives keeps clarity
and lessens confusion. Apple businesses nowadays are so
diverse that one can easily be distracted from the main prize
without clear goals and objectives. Winter ensures clear
heads and another opportunity to make significant strides
in your business.
For more on business planning view APAL’s Future
Orchards® archive library website via www.apal.org.au
There can be many goals in orcharding businesses, from
succession planning to surviving another season, to increasing
orchard gate revenue and profitability, and so on. The goal that
Future Orchards is prioritising this winter is improving fruit quality.
Increasing profitability is usually the most common goal
orchardists focus on. However, the way to do this often
involves spending more, not less. Let me explain.
Too often, cost-cutting becomes the primary goal to increasing
profitability. If this is your strategy, be sure it is warranted.

Consider benchmarking your orchard against the APAL Orchard
Business Analysis. (Contact Angus Crawford at APAL for the
confidential grower-only report.)
This report highlights that orchards performing in the upper
quartile usually have the highest expenditure per hectare (but
the lowest cost per kilogram) because they spend on increasing
quality production. This production is built around quality
(improved packout/size/colour etc).
In September 2013 I wrote an article titled Future Orchards
shows how to improve orchard returns by $18,000/hectare.
Improvements made to pruning led to better quality fruit that
attracted a premium in the marketplace. Another example is
that price premiums are still being achieved for new innovative
varieties (if quality is maintained).
In the June 2017 Future Orchards walks, the following tables
were presented on how open (unrestricted) and closed (club/
controlled) variety prices responded over time as production
(and competition) increased.

u

High-coloured, excellent-quality Pacific Queen apples.
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Open Variety

Controlled Club Variety
Production

Price

Supply exceeds
demand
Demand exceeds
supply

Price

Production

Time

Time

Price (red) declines over time as production (green) increases. Often
this happens more quickly with unrestricted varieties.

In controlled club varieties, price can often be maintained or increased
over time, even as production increases. However, maintaining price
can become more difficult as more competition from new varieties
enter the marketplace. Experience has shown that to maintain price,
even with the best eating apple grown anywhere in the world, quality
becomes one of the key cornerstones to its long-term success.

With controlled (club) varieties, as early production increases
rapidly, price can often be under pressure initially because
of this rapid expansion phase and demand is unable to keep
pace. Well-managed club varieties halt this price erosion by
utilising several strategies – for example, they cap future
plantings until demand has caught up to (and overtaken)
supply, they increase marketing and promotion spend, and
they target quality. Once more consumers become familiar with
the variety and demand has increased (providing the variety
has the attributes that make it stand out from the pack in the
marketplace), often the price premium is readjusted upwards.

pruning technique you adopt, do it well. These varied pruning
techniques have many things in common. All strive to produce
quality fruit year after year. All benefit from a calm tree and all
try to reduce excessive tree vigour (to lessen its effect on
fruit quality).

Often the biggest gains to increasing orchard profitability
come from focusing on improvements to only a few areas
of your business. Identify which small improvements offer the
business the best return. By completing this exercise, you will
be less likely to adopt the wrong strategy.
Remember, the upper quartile often has the highest expenditure
per hectare but some of the lowest costs per Class 1 kilogram
of fruit. We see time and again this increase in expenditure
leading to increased yield, fruit size, packout and fruit quality,
which can lead to a significant increase in orchard income and
profitability, if done correctly.
For me, winter is the time to set the quality scene and offers
the best bang for your buck. Don’t use the winter months as
a time to save a dollar on winter pruning. In truth, the opposite
occurs. A poor job done on winter pruning can increase costs
later in the season (hand thinning, lower packouts etc).
I’m reminded of an article John Wilton wrote in New
Zealand’s Orchardist magazine (September 2015): “Generally
speaking, the sooner you get crop load down to near optimum,
the closer you can drive yield up to genetic yield potential
while still retaining high fruit quality”. Again, this reinforces
the need to think quality during your winter prune.
Future Orchards has shown many of the different pruning
techniques used around the world (artificial spur extension,
click and long pruning). Australian growers have been very
fortunate to see these demonstrated first hand. Whatever

www.apal.org.au

Modern pruning systems revolve around calm trees. Vigorous
growing trees do not encourage fruitful behaviour. Most growers
have now adopted simple pruning rules and pendant branches
which have encouraged more fruitful trees. The next step is
to strive for better quality pruning.
Another article by John Wilton (Australian Fruitgrower, June
2012), Pruning – Getting the job done well, still applies today and
summarises all that growers and staff need to concentrate on
when pruning. Make sure you refresh your memory by reading
all the Future Orchards material under the pruning section.

Supervision
However, the last two paragraphs of his article under the
heading ‘Communicate and monitor’ are areas that need more
attention. Better supervision is a major area everyone can
improve on and it will lead to significant gains in fruit quality
and orchard performance. Too often pruners are trained and
then left on their own for far too long. Regular supervision is
a must. I have seen staff let loose with a chainsaw cut all the
wrong branches out and, subsequently, yield has suffered.
Supervisors should be paid to supervise and ensure all staff
are on target all the time. Don’t encourage supervisors to take
shortcuts by letting them wander away from the important
task of getting a skilled pruning job completed in every row
and for every tree. Ensure they have a written objective and
job description for each block so they know what you want
them to achieve.
Some of the worst pruning I have ever seen has involved the
removal of big branches – the wrong big branches. Nothing
drops yield faster than unsupervised staff let loose in a block
and told to cut out the biggest branch. This isn’t good enough.
More detail needs to be given. Removal of overly strong
branches producing way too much vigour is important only
if it is affecting the quality of fruit nearby.
u
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Removing big branches
I have heard it said often that removing a big basal branch
allows the tree to grow taller and catch up to its neighbours.
Although this is the aim, this does not always happen if the
wrong branch is cut. The objective perhaps should have been
to never have had that branch left in the tree at all if it was
affecting overall tree height. Once a tree is mature (nowadays,
that’s at eight years or more) my objective is to grow as
much quality fruit as I can. Once a branch produces excessive
vigour and affects fruit quality, then it should be removed.

Difficult-to-grow replacement branches beneath bigger branches
growing above the branch removed. Target the removal of the higher,
big branch first.

Good replacement shoot growing from a ‘Dutch’ or ‘toilet seat’ cut.

There are several ways to approach the removal of big branches.
First up, strong basal branches should never have been left to
develop in the young tree and should have been removed early
in the tree’s life. As trees mature and reach full production,
removing a strong basal branch can dramatically affect yield.
On closer spacings, in more intensive orchards, sometimes a
strong dominant basal branch that is removed can easily be
replaced by a new shoot encouraged to grow a few years earlier.
Or, the gap created by removing the big basal branch can be
filled with a neighbouring branch with minimal effect on yield.
The type of cut when removing a big branch can affect
replacement shoot growth. A ‘Dutch’ or ‘toilet seat’ cut often
encourages a new shoot to grow that is more horizontal and
requires minimal training. However, this does not always work.
Look at past big pruning cuts in your orchard. If you have
achieved eight replacement shoots from every 10 cuts, you
have done well. In some varieties this is particularly difficult to
achieve. I was also taught early in my career that it is difficult
to grow a big branch below another big branch (left higher in
the tree directly above it). Therefore, I prefer to remove the
biggest branch higher up the tree first and then, over a few
years, work my way to cutting out the lower big branches
once I have a potential replacement branch to roll over the top
and to replace the lower branch. This achieves the same aim
of removing strong vigorous branches and helps to improve
fruit quality but has less impact on reducing crop load.
Not everyone sees it this way and that’s okay. You must do
what works for you in your location, variety, rootstock and,
more importantly, growing system. Controlling vigour is
predominantly what we are trying to achieve by removing big
strong branches. I have a goal over and above that, though:
I must maintain or increase yield from calm trees.

The results of lack of staff training and poor supervision can take a
long time to recover. Here two big cuts were made when only one
was required.
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In the older, less intensive blocks (MM106 rootstock planted
at 4m x 2m spacings) I often ignore removing strong basal
branches because I try to determine the impact leaving it in
has on neighbouring fruit and fruit quality in general. If there
is no fruit below the strong branch, what good can come from
cutting it out? I prefer to look up the tree and see what effect
higher vigorous branches are having on fruit lower down the
tree. Removing branches higher up in the tree will often lead
to an increase in fruit next season even though a ‘hole’ might
be left in the tree. Removing strong dominant branches higher
in the tree will provide lower branches with more sunlight
and, in turn, promote more production of quality fruit.
u
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2018
OPEN DAYS
A Fuji block that was once biennial, now with its third consecutive
high-yield crop. This block was root pruned both sides for the past
two years, pruners were retrained and Ethrel® was applied. Even so,
there are still some individual tree vigour issues to address further
down the row.

Controlling vigour
There are lots of Future Orchard trials involving vigour
control in older trees. Most utilise root pruning, pruning
later at flowering time, deficit irrigation, aggressive summer
pruning, sprays to reduce tree growth and sprays to encourage
fruitfulness, and combinations of these. Whatever the approach,
most often the best method is fruit. Pruning the strong wood
out and leaving quieter wood will promote fruitfulness. Trees
need light all the way to the bottom and this will encourage
quality bud development which will produce quality fruit. Leaving
too many buds will encourage too much fruit of lower quality.
Working hard with staff and supervisors to ensure everyone is
following the same rules and pruning the same way is the first
step to achieving orchard consistency. That way, tree row
variation can be reduced, and it becomes easier to achieve
more uniform chemical and hand thinning results that lead to
better quality fruit.

Prevar is holding Open Days for all
interested Australian and New Zealand
apple and pear growers in July on the
following dates:
Hawkes Bay – Tuesday 10th July
Nelson – Wednesday 11th July
At both events Prevar will be:

Quality can be undone in so many ways and times throughout
the season. Winter is the start to setting the quality scene.
Use the relative peace and quiet of winter to set meaningful
goals/objectives and then set about implementing them and
supervising staff to achieve them. This will pave the way for
a better year. :afg

• Announce the commercial release
of new apple cultivars
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• Showcasing promising new cultivars
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Killer wasps and better pheromones

target codling moth
By David Williams

Changes to the types of pesticide available for use in fruit production, and the progress of research
into biological control of major insect pests, are providing fruit growers with safer, more cost-effective
and environmentally-friendly options to incorporate into their pest management systems.
Codling moth is the most serious pest of pome fruit worldwide
and the most damaging pest of commercial apple, pear, quince
and nashi orchards in Australia. It is widely distributed in all
Australian states except Western Australia and the Northern
Territory. In the past, codling moth was controlled by multiple
applications of organophosphate insecticides until the pest
developed resistance to the pesticides. Newer pesticides with
lower human toxicity are more specific and more expensive
than the organophosphate pesticides they replaced, but also
require more attention to timing of spray applications and
adherence to resistance management strategies.
Codling moth overwinters on pome fruit trees as hibernating
mature caterpillars in cocoons in sheltered areas such as
under bark scales on the trunk. In spring, as the day-length
increases and temperatures warm up, the caterpillars come
out of hibernation, enter pupation and eventually emerge as
adult moths ready to mate and lay eggs.
Mating disruption is designed to reduce or delay mating so
that fewer eggs are laid. Sex-pheromone-mediated mating
disruption can be an effective alternative to the use of pesticides
for control of low to moderate population levels of codling moth.
However, control of moderate to high population densities is
more problematic and several consecutive seasons of area-wide
mating disruption treatments are needed to control higher

“

Mastrus ridens, combined with
mass-trapping of codling moth
females and the use of mating
disruption, could prevent the
over-use of insecticides and
provide effective biocontrol
of codling moth.
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pest population levels. The aim of mating disruption is to
prevent or at least significantly reduce mating between male
and female moths but if there are enough female moths
present mating can still occur. It is therefore important that
fruit growers have access to different tools that can help
reduce the number of female moths in their orchards.

New parasitic wasp released
A new biocontrol agent that targets codling moth has been
introduced into Australia. This new biological control agent,
a wasp called Mastrus ridens, seeks out hibernating codling
moth caterpillars and lays eggs in the cocoons. When the
wasp eggs hatch the wasp larvae feed on the codling moth
caterpillars, killing them. The wasps were introduced into
Australia and confined in quarantine until, after five years of
host-specificity testing, approval was granted to release them
in orchards.
The first release was into an organic orchard in the Goulburn
Valley, Victoria, in 2014 to establish a nursery site and to provide
a field site in which establishment issues such as dispersal,
predation and hyper-parasitism could be studied. Since then
the research team has been releasing Mastrus into sites in
Queensland, New South Wales, South Australia, Tasmania and
southern Victoria. The team has also been investigating the
impacts on wasp survival of commonly used orchard pesticides.
Codling moth larvae consumed by Mastrus are easily
distinguished from those that have been consumed by
predators, because in the latter case there are generally
only scattered remains, if anything is left. The project team
confirmed parasitism by Mastrus but there was also considerable
predation by earwigs and ants. An added bonus was detection
of another wasp, probably Gotra pomonellae, that was also
attacking codling moth pupae.
To release Mastrus in orchards, parasitised codling moth
larvae in corrugated cardboard bands are transported in
chilled eskies, transferred into modified fruit fly traps
suspended from the lower limbs of fruit trees, and left until
the adult wasps emerge and disperse. Between 8,000 and
20,000 Mastrus were released at each site and Mastrus
adults were seen searching the trees for codling moth larvae
for about a week after their release.
u
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Fertility of
survivors

Fertility of
offspring from
survivors

Avatar

No survivors

No survivors

Samurai

No survivors

No survivors

Low-moderate

Very high

Pesticides

Direct
toxicity

Chorus
Ziram
Fungicides

Dithane
Rubigan
Miticides

Sorcerer
Cormoran
Altacor

Insecticides

Risk category

Low

New pheromone for traps
Until recently it has been difficult to catch female codling moths
in traps. A chemical ester isolated from pears and added to
pheromone traps changed that situation in apple orchards but
did not perform so well in pear orchards, probably because of
competition from the pears themselves. Adding an extra plant
volatile to the pheromone-pear ester mixture increased the
capture of male and female codling moths in pear orchards
treated with mating disruption.
Mass-trapping using the enhanced lure in pear orchards under
mating disruption gave excellent control of codling moths.
Improved pheromone-mediated mating disruption can help to
maintain low codling moth populations when used with other
biological control methods. This reduces the need for pesticides
that may be toxic to Mastrus ridens. The table indicates the
risk of some common pesticides in terms of direct and indirect
effects such as fertility of surviving adults and their offspring.
The release of the codling moth parasitoid Mastrus ridens,
combined with mass-trapping of codling moth females and the
use of mating disruption, will potentially prevent the over-use
of insecticide cover sprays and provide effective biocontrol of
codling moth in pome fruit. :afg

The parasitoid wasp Mastrus ridens lays
eggs in the cocoons of codling moths
and kills the caterpillars when they hatch.
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Cripps Pink and Rosy Glow
behave differently in storage
By Virginia Williamson and Dario Stefanelli

Currently, the two varieties Cripps Pink and Rosy Glow that produce Pink Lady® branded apples,
are managed the same in storage by industry. However, we have found differences in their storage
behaviour that could warrant either separation of the two during storage or an additional 1-MCP
treatment being applied to Rosy Glow during storage.

Cripps Pink and Rosy Glow

Measuring maturity differences

Rosy Glow is a limb sport of Cripps Pink and is popular
because of the greater red colouring of its apples compared
with those of Cripps Pink. Apples produced by both varieties
can be marketed under the Pink Lady® brand. The major
supermarket chains have strict requirements for the colour
of Pink Lady apples, which may be difficult to achieve from
season to season because of the particular combination of
weather conditions, temperature and light before harvest.
For this reason, the redder Rosy Glow has become popular
with growers. The earlier red colouration of Rosy Glow
apples means they can be picked and marketed sooner than
Cripps Pink, potentially gaining market advantage at the
beginning of the Pink Lady season. Additionally, consumers
are often drawn to a more highly coloured product because
they may associate (rightly or wrongly) greater colouration
with increased quality and nutritional value. All of the above
attributes could account for the popularity of Rosy Glow
apples and their increased planting in recent years.

First we measured maturity at harvest with a non-invasive
hand-held device known as a DA meter, which measures
the chlorophyll content of the outer part of the fruit flesh.
Although the chlorophyll content of the fruit is not visible to
the naked eye, the DA meter is sensitive enough to measure
the declining amount of chlorophyll in the flesh as fruit matures.
The DA meter was developed at the University of Bologna in
Italy and was recently introduced to Australia, where it has
been used successfully by researchers at Agriculture Victoria
on a variety of fruit, including apples, pears, peaches and
nectarines. In addition to the DA meter measurements, we
also performed the traditional starch plate tests for maturity
and compared those scores with the DA meter results. The
two methods of measuring maturity aligned well both preor post-harvest.

Perhaps because of the genetic similarities between the two
varieties, the storage characteristics of Cripps Pink and Rosy
Glow had not previously been tested. Yet, it is important to
know whether various
indicators of storage
quality are similar in
the two apples. If one
does not store as well
as the other, any
resultant dissatisfaction
among consumers
could potentially lead
to a lack of confidence
in the Pink Lady brand
overall. We undertook
a storage trial of
commercially harvested
(from a single pick)
Cripps Pink and Rosy
Glow at a Victorian
apple orchard in 2015.

Measuring storage quality indicators
Because some storage quality indicators (such as superficial
scald and internal browning) can be related to the stage of
maturity at harvest, we divided our commercially harvested
fruit into two maturity classes: mature and immature. These
maturity classes were based on the DA readings and confirmed
by our starch plate and ethylene production results. Half of
the fruit from each maturity group was treated commercially
with 1-MCP at standard commercial rates within four days of
harvest. The other half of the fruit remained untreated.
Then, during our 7.5-month storage trial, we recorded the
DA meter readings after each 1.5-month removal, as well as
measured ethylene production, carbon dioxide production,
starch, firmness and sugars. We also checked for the storage
disorders, superficial scald and internal browning at harvest
and again at every 1.5-month removal during the 7.5 months
of cold (regular air) storage at 0°C. In addition, at each
removal ethylene production was tracked during 14 days of
simulated shelf life at 20°C. To determine how well the fruit
maintained its firmness and sugar content, both immediately
after each removal and at the end of each 14-day simulated
shelf life, all fruit was subjected to the destructive tests of
firmness and sugar content.

The DA meter being used in the field to
assess maturity on Cripps Pink apples.
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Rosy Glow

We found that, overall, Cripps Pink apples retained
the various quality attributes better than Rosy
Glow. There was less ethylene and CO2 production
over time for each of the storage removals in
Cripps Pink than in Rosy Glow.
The ethylene produced during the 14-day simulated
shelf life at 20°C could reflect what occurs in a
normal supply chain situation where fruit may sit
on a retail shelf and then in a consumer’s fruit bowl
for a couple of days each before consumption. We
measured ethylene production from fruit at zero,
seven and 14 days after each removal (see graphs).
Treatment with 1-MCP worked well for Cripps
Pink apples; they maintained a minimal amount
of ethylene production, even up to 7.5 months of
storage, with only the fruit from the mature-atharvest category showing an increase in ethylene
production after seven days of shelf life.
By contrast, Rosy Glow apples began to produce
large amounts of ethylene after 4.5 months of
storage, and especially after 14 days of simulated
shelf life. This occurred even if the fruit was treated
with 1-MCP and was in the ‘immature’ fruit category.
By six months of storage, there was a marked
increase in ethylene production between when the
fruit was removed from storage and the day seven
simulated shelf life measurement, regardless of
whether Rosy Glow had been treated with 1-MCP
or not.
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Ethylene production graphs for Rosy Glow (top) and Cripps Pink (below).
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Transparent boxes containing five replicates from each treatment class. (Photo: Rizwan Khan)
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In Rosy Glow, however, internal browning occurred far more
frequently than in Cripps Pink. It first became evident after
1.5 months of storage in 7 per cent of mature fruit after the
14-day simulated shelf life period. However, by six months of
storage, this amount had increased, with most apples exhibiting
some internal browning, regardless of 1-MCP treatment or
harvest maturity. The range was quite varied, from 7 per cent
in immature fruit to up to 53 per cent in mature fruit.
In conclusion, our research suggests that 1-MCP protects against
internal browning and superficial scald up to a point. In contrast,
previous studies indicate that 1-MCP protects against scald
completely. Further work is therefore needed to determine the
factors that have led to these different results, for example, a
cultivar-specific response or a physical treatment effect.

Rosy Glow may benefit from extra 1-MCP
to lower ethylene
Close-up of transparent box containing five replicates for each
treatment class. (Photo: Rizwan Khan)

As expected, both Cripps Pink and Rosy Glow fruit that did not
receive any 1-MCP treatment had larger amounts of ethylene
production, which was evident immediately after harvest and
at each storage removal. This occurred regardless of whether
they were classed as ‘mature’ or ‘immature’ at harvest.

Effects on fruit firmness
As for fruit firmness, Cripps Pink apples that had been treated
with 1-MCP retained their firmness more than Rosy Glow,
particularly during the 14-day simulated shelf life period. This
occurred even after 7.5 months of storage.
From three months of storage onwards, Rosy Glow apples
exhibited a decrease in firmness over the 14 days of simulated
shelf life, even after 1-MCP treatment.

Scald and internal browning
In terms of superficial scald, none was evident for the first
six months of storage in Cripps Pink fruit. After 7.5 months of
storage, one third of the mature, 1-MCP-treated fruit showed
signs of superficial scald, but this was only after 14 days of
simulated shelf life, which is likely longer than the fruit would
sit in a store prior to purchase.
In Rosy Glow, superficial scald was more evident, particularly
in fruit that had not been treated with 1-MCP. These numbers
increased to more than 50 per cent of untreated fruit after the
14-day shelf life after six months of storage.
Overall, internal browning was minimal in Cripps Pink fruit,
especially when compared with Rosy Glow. The few instances
of internal browning in Cripps Pink occurred in the ‘immature’
category of fruit, whether treated with 1-MCP or not, at the
1.5-month removal. It only became evident after 14 days of
simulated shelf life and then rarely occurred throughout the
rest of the storage trial.
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Because Rosy Glow apples produced more ethylene than
Cripps Pink, they may need to be stored separately from
Cripps Pink. They may also benefit from a further 1-MCP
treatment after 4.5–6 months of storage to maintain low
ethylene levels. Whether that additional 1-MCP treatment
could also help mitigate internal browning and superficial scald
in Rosy Glow will require further study. Moreover, a second
application of 1-MCP is not the current recommendation and
its effects are untested in fruit.:afg
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Shedding light
on netting
By Ian Goodwin and Eileen Perry

Netting intercepts solar radiation, reducing the amount of energy reaching fruit and hence
lowering the risk of sunburn and colour bleaching of fruit. However, netting also lowers radiation
that is needed for photosynthesis and colour development. In this article we present some
preliminary data on the effects of netting on some important wavelengths of light.
There are many types of netting available for apple and
pear growers to use for hail protection, reducing sun damage
and excluding birds and bats. Netting weave density and
colour and the supporting structure need to be considered
before installation.
Netting weave density basically determines how much
light is transmitted. Light hitting the netting weave is either
reflected or absorbed and this will largely depend on the
colour of the netting. The wavelength of light that is reflected
will be influenced and this can affect leaf photosynthesis,
fruit colour development and fruit sunburn. Similarly, the
angle of the netting in relation to the position of the sun will
influence how much light is transmitted and could also affect
the wavelength.

Testing net differences
We tested four netting types: a white HDPE knitted net (12mm
Qnet, NetPro, Stanthorpe, Queensland) and black, grey and
crystal HDPE extruded nets (Frustar, Weiz, Austria). All three
extruded nettings had the same fibre diameter and density.
We fitted the netting to a flyscreen frame and positioned it on
a metal support that allowed the netting angle to be adjusted
to 0, 17 and 34 degrees from the horizontal and facing north.

In the research presented here, we measured solar radiation
transmitted through several commonly used nets.

ROOTSTOCKS
Orders taken for 2018 & 2019

The multi-spectral radiometer (blue sensor in left photo) was enclosed
in a black curtain to reduce reflected radiation. The radiometer was
positioned to look upwards. Netting was fixed to an aluminium fly
screen frame (right) and positioned above the radiometer at various
angles to measure transmitted radiation.
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Cherry

• M27
• Bud 9
• M9
• M26
• MM102
• MM106
• MM111
• M793

• Quince C
• Quince A
• D6

• Stallion
• F12/1

Stone fruit
• St Julian A
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These positions simulated solar incident angles of 72, 55 and 38
degrees. By hanging a black curtain around the spectrometer we
minimised reflected radiation.
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Percent transmitted solar radiation (blue), ultraviolet A radiation
(brown), photosynthetically active radiation (PAR, green) and
infrared radiation (red) for white, grey, crystal and black netting.
Data is the mean from three incident solar angles (72, 55 and
38 degrees).
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The spectrometer remained stationary below the netting while the
netting was moved laterally after each spot measurement to account
for any spatial variation in the netting transmission properties. We
took measurements on a clear-sky day. Solar position, netting angle
to the horizontal and frame orientation were used to calculate the
incident solar angle.
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Transmitted solar radiation under white, grey, crystal and
black netting at an incident solar angle of 72 degrees (the
solar angle in relation to flat roof netting in mid-summer at
midday) for 2nm wavelength increments. Data with no
netting (that is, unobstructed solar radiation) is also shown.
Transmitted solar radiation (%)

To measure solar radiation, we used a multi-spectral radiometer
(FieldSpec4, ASD Inc., Boulder, Colorado, United States). This
instrument measures radiation in 2nm increments from 350nm
to 2500nm. As such, wavebands corresponding to solar radiation
(350–2500nm), ultraviolet A radiation (350–400nm), photosynthetically
active radiation (400–700nm) and infrared radiation (700–2500nm)
were extracted.
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Percent transmitted solar radiation under white, grey,
crystal and black netting at incident solar angles of 72, 55
and 38 degrees.

Overall, solar radiation was reduced by approximately 23, 18, 15
and five per cent by the white, black, grey and crystal netting,
respectively. The white netting reduced the most radiation attributed
to the higher weave density; however, the transmission of radiation
through the white (and the crystal to a lesser extent) varied with
wavelength. Ultraviolet A, photosynthetically active and infrared
radiation were reduced by 34, 28 and 19 per cent, respectively, by
the white netting. By contrast, the black netting reduced ultraviolet
A, photosynthetically active and infrared radiation by 20, 19 and 18
per cent, respectively.
When the plane of the netting was approximately perpendicular
(that is, 72 degrees) to the solar beam, which is similar to the solar
angle in relation to flat roofed netting in mid-summer at midday,
incoming solar radiation (that is, no netting) peaked at wavelengths
of 450–900nm and then steadily declined to 2,500nm, with several
troughs at approximately 950nm, 1,150nm, 1,400nm and 1,900nm.
The effects of grey and black netting on the proportion of solar
radiation that was transmitted were similar and did not vary with

Wavelengths of sunlight are important in apple and pear production
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Wavelengths of sunlight in the visible
spectrum drive leaf photosynthesis
(400–540nm and 600–630nm) and
red colour development in the fruit
(430–655nm). Elevated fruit surface
temperature from sunlight energy
(280–2500nm) has been shown to
cause sunburn necrosis. Ultraviolet
(UV) radiation of 280–315nm
combined with sunlight energy
(280–2500nm) causes sunburn
browning. Approximately 49 per cent
of sunlight energy comes from the
infrared spectrum.
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ultraviolet B radiation (280–320nm). Similarly, the wavebands
needed for photosynthesis are 400–540nm and 600–630nm.

wavelength, whereas the white netting varied with
wavelength. The crystal netting had very little impact on
incoming solar radiation.

On the other hand, sun damage is more associated with the
infrared spectrum (> 700nm) as approximately 49 per cent
of the energy from solar radiation is from infrared radiation.
Results from this study showed that the white netting reduced
photosynthetically active radiation more than the reduction in
infrared radiation whereas the reduction in photosynthetically
active and infrared radiation was similar for black and grey
netting. The ideal netting would maintain high values of
transmitted photosynthetically active radiation while reducing
transmitted infrared radiation across a range of incident angles.

Reducing the incident solar angle reduced the amount of
transmitted solar radiation (and its constituent components
of photosynthetically active and infrared radiation) under the
crystal and black netting. This was most noticeable under
the crystal netting. In other words, transmitted solar radiation
would be less in the morning and afternoon under flat-roofed
crystal and black netting.
Interestingly, transmitted solar radiation under the white
netting was similar at the highest and lowest incident solar
angle. Additional observations under the netting showed that
diffuse radiation more than doubled at the lowest incident
solar angle suggesting that under white netting there is no
effect of netting roof angle on transmitted radiation due to
the scattering of light as it hits the netting filaments.
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Implications for growers
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These results have implication for sun damage, photosynthesis
and colour development. Red colour development in apples
needs light in the range 430–655nm and is stimulated by
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Drape Net Ordering season – Don’t miss out!
If you haven’t already ordered your
Drape Net and related products it is
time to think about it now.
Drape Net has numerous benefits
including protection from hail,
sunburn, birds/bats, wind, specific
insects (Codling Moth) & increased
water retention.
Pictured: Granny Smiths from South Africa protected
under black net (left) and without net (right).
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Visit our www.drapenet.com to download our product/quote
form or call to have a chat about your needs.
CONTACT MICHAEL CUNIAL | m: 0415 663 413 | e: michael@drapenet.com.au
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International apple and
pear research update

R&D

Compiled by Dr Gordon Brown

Research snippets are sourced from abstracts of published scientific papers collated in the CAB direct database. To get the abstract related to
any snippet contact Gordon Brown on gordon@scientifichorticulture.com.au or 03 6239 6411.

Water and
nutrition

Reduced water stress
Korea Republic: A study of
two apple cultivars on M9
rootstocks found that one,
with more stomata and larger
xylem area suffered less
from water stress and had
higher rates of photosynthesis.

Drippers versus
sprinklers
USA: Apple trees subjected
to deficit irrigation using
overhead sprinklers have
smaller fruit than deficit
irrigation using drippers.

Drones determine
nitrogen
Australia: Canopy nitrogen
levels of pears can be
estimated from the canopy
colour photographed from a
drone flying over the crop.

Pollination,
flowering and
fruit set
Dominant flowers

USA: Gala apple trees are
king flower dominant with
the lateral flowers producing
smaller fruit than king flowers
even when the other flowers
on the spur are removed to
eliminate competition.

Increased flower frost
damage
USA: Global warming may
lead to increased flower frost
damage in cool apple growing
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regions if average minimum
temperatures decrease in
association with substantially
elevated average maximum
temperatures.

Improving fruit set
Brazil: The application of
AVG during apple flowering
in a low fruit set season
increased fruit production.

ABA on pears
China: The application of
abscisic acid to pear flower
buds prior to dormancy
accelerated the transition
of the buds into dormancy.

Wild bee pollen
USA: A study of the pollen
that wild bees carry has
identified the importance
of flowering tree species for
their survival indicating that
forest fragments near orchards
should be preserved.

Vigour
management

Shoot growth differences
Brazil: Root pruning both
sides of an apple tree soon
after flowering has less shoot
growth reduction compared
to prohexadione-calcium and
there is no benefit in a
combined treatment.

Growth inhibitor
comparison
Brazil: Prohexadione-Ca and
Trinexapac-ethyl (Moddus),
applied soon after apple
flowering, reduced shoot
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growth to a similar extent,
however, Trinexapac-ethyl
reduced return bloom.

Production
system and
quality

Ethephon to improve
colour
Moldova: The application
of 400 ppm Ethephon to
Gala Must apple trees before
commercial harvest improved
skin colour development as
well as crop profitability.

Managing trees in
replant soil
Korea Republic: Fuji/M9
apple trees were planted into
replant soil. After five years
the Solaxe system had the
highest yield followed by the
slender spindle system and
finally the Narita system.

Temperature affects fruit
weight
USA: The fruit weight of
Golden Delicious apples is
affected by the temperature
in the first 60 days after full
bloom and crop load has a
major influence on fruit
weight in cold seasons.

Organic apple production
Hungary: Stable manure use
in organic production leads to
unbalanced and obstructed
calcium uptake.

Rootstocks

Genes affecting nutrient
status
USA: The two dwarfing
genes in apple rootstocks
have been found to have
a significant effect on the
nutrient status of the leaves
and fruit of the scion.

Comparing rootstocks
Mexico: G16 rootstocks
have a yield efficiency similar
to M9T337 and the fruit and
leaves have higher levels of
P and K compared to trees
on M9 rootstocks.

Pests and
diseases

Increased Penicillium
resistance
China: The application of
auxin to pear fruit increases
their resistance to Penicillium
rot due to the induction of
natural resistance processes
within the fruit.

New pear virus
Japan: A new virus of pear,
pyrifolia partitivirus 2, has
been identified.

Controlling Alternaria
Turkey: Alternaria mali fungal
growth is controlled by
Iprodione, Difenoconazole,
Chlorothalonil and
Thiophanate Methyl.

In vitro virus eradication
Brazil: Shoot tips taken
from tissue cultured apple
rootstocks, encapsulated in
www.apal.org.au

alginate beads, dehydrated,
immersed in liquid nitrogen,
then warmed and recovered
are free of viruses.

Bird nets increase insect
pests
Spain: Apple trees with
bird netting restricting
insectivorous birds have
greater populations of insect
pests.

Products and
processing

Apple extract for cut
flowers
Iran: Apple extract added to
vase water increased the
vase life of Gerbera flowers
from 9 to 20 days.

Cloudy apple juice
Bosnia-Hercegovina:
Consumer sensory satisfaction
of cloudy apple juice was
improved if juice from
heritage apple cultivars
was blended with juice from
modern commercial cultivars.

Vacuum drying apples
Thailand: Vacuum drying
of apples speeds up the
drying process, reduces fruit
shrinkage, increases the
number of pores, improves
dried fruit crispness and aids
in rehydration.

Apple for scalp health
Italy: Apple procyanidin B2
applied to the human scalp
increases hair growth, density
and keratin content.

Greg’s Quiz
QUESTION 1:

QUESTION 4:

(True or False):
The ‘Bergamot’ pear is so
called because it tastes citrusy,
just like the true bergamot, a
type of citrus fruit.

The Vogel Central Leader
system of tree training was
developed for what crop?

QUESTION 2:
What type of citrus fruit is
the bergamot?
A: Grapefruit.
B: Lemon.
C: Mandarin.
D: Orange.

QUESTION 3:
A pleach is a cross between
a Japanese plum and a
peach: What colour is it?

Post-harvest

Flesh browning during
storage
Brazil: Flesh browning of Fuji
apples during long-term CA
storage was found to be
more prevalent in fruit with
less than 80 mg per kilogram
of calcium.

Early-ripening apple
Israel: Anna, an early-ripening
apple cultivar with a short
storage life has a high level
of ethylene production and
response during fruit growth
and development.

Croatia: Cripps Pink apples
were found to be superior
to 6 other common apple

Business
management
Value of co-ops

The Netherlands: A study
of apple co-operatives in two
regions of China found that
co-operative membership
had a positive impact when
selling to wholesalers but a
negative impact when selling
to small dealers.

Up online
Visit APAL’s website to
find the links to original
research papers
www.apal.org.au/
category/rd

Crossword
1

2

3

4

5
6

QUESTION 5:
7

How many species of native
bee are found in Australia?

A: Black.
B: Red.
C: Creamy white.
D: Pink.

cultivars for fresh-cut
production due to their low
level of flesh browning.

Low flesh browning

A: Apples.
B: Pears.
C: Cherries.
D: Other stonefruit.

A: 10.
B: 15.
C: 100.
D: over 1500.

QUIZ & CROSSWORD

8

ACROSS
3. Aussie Apples participated in a campaign with Woolworths, ___Apple Day
4. Campaign to encourage consumers to buy hail affected fruit, ____ Heroes
7. A limb sport of Cripps Pink that has redder apples than Cripps Pink (4,4)
8. Used in an orchard to lowering the risk of sunburn and colour bleaching of fruit

DOWN
1. Type of sticker Coles and Woolworths have started rolling out on apples and pears
ANSWERS: Q 1 – False: It is so called because it’s shape
superficially resembles the bergamot citrus fruit. Q 2 – Orange
(Citrus bergamia risso) Q 3 – A: Black. Q 4 –C: Cherries.
Q 5 – D: over 1500 (known so far).

www.apal.org.au

2. Type of wasp used as a new biological control agent against codling moth (7,6)
5. Aussie Apples mascot (2,5)
6. Innovative way to prepare apples on display at Sydney Royal Easter Show
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“I’m so glad we
got on board.”

Give your tree crops
extended vitality
Luna® Sensation extends the vitality of apple,
pear, stone fruit and almond crops through
exceptional in-crop disease control, which
can make almonds easier to harvest and
send fruit into storage in better condition.
The end result is more produce with more
appeal to consumers, with the potential for
longer shelf-life and reduced wastage.
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Find out more from lunasensation.com.au
Luna® is a Registered Trademark of the Bayer Group.
*Conditions apply, see www.yearofthegrower.com.au. Must be 18+ and a growing/farming business in AU to enter. Starts: 12/3/18 Ends: 7/3/19. Retain receipt/s. Draws: 18/9/18 and
11/3/18 at 11am at Engage Australia, L8, 56 Clarence Street Sydney NSW 2000. Winners published at www.yearofthegrower.com.au on 21/9/18 and 14/3/19. Prize: Polaris Ranger 570 HD
off-road vehicle valued at $16,490 (1 per region, 5 per draw, 10 in total, see full terms for details). Promoter: Bayer CropScience Pty Ltd (ABN 87 000 226 022) Level 1, 8 Redfern Road,
Hawthorn East, VIC 3123. NSW Permit No. LTPS/18/21472, ACT Permit No. TP18/00072, SA Permit No. T18/51

